New September 1, 2020 Closed Call Rule Changes
Pre-Arrival Team Activation: This item is now required on all Hospital drop-offs regardless of
the nature of the call. The item is located under Interventions > Common > Pre-Arrival Team
Activation. The required items are Time, PTA, Who, Certification Level and Activation Type.
The Time must be before the Destination time stamp.

Hospital Capability: This item is now required on all Hospital drop-offs regardless of the nature
of the call. In TabletPCR the field is labelled as Hospital Designation. It is located in the
Outcome section under the destination address. The state expects an answer from the list
based on the Nature of the call.

CICP Medics: It appears the CICP level has been excluded from the list of certification levels on
the State side. As of 9.1.20 we have changed all CICP medics to only show the 2009 Paramedic
cert as their certification level. We will keep CICP in the name only. If your laptop has not
downloaded the change and still shows you as a Critical Care Paramedic in your certification
selection screen you will be unable to complete PCRs. Call IT at 770-693-8444 to resolve the
issue.
Odometer On-Scene/ At-Destination: We are now required to have the Odometer values filled
in order to complete a transport PCR. The odometer is tracked automatically by the MDT. In
order for the Odometer to autofill into the PCR you must enter a starting odometer when you
sign in to Navigator and you must mark your time stamps on the MDT directly. Once you select
at scene and at destination on the MDT it will autofill the calculated values for you. If you have
dispatch list you as at scene or at destination the autofill will not transfer. If your odometers
do not prefill but your loaded mileages loads like the screen shot below, you can enter estimate
your odometer. The loaded mileage for Transport is the difference between the On-Scene and
At-Destination odometer.

